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2016 Radical SR1 Cup
The Radical SR1 Cup is now the wellestablished and ever-popular entry route into
racing. It produces thrilling races and enjoys
rave reviews from its drivers who take
advantage of the detailed on-track tuition
and support offered by Radical Sportscars
throughout the season. Places are already
filling fast on the 2016 grid.
The very cost-effective package includes Radical’s
entry-level sportscar the SR1 (fully built and ready
to go), a Radical race suit, and a comprehensive
training and race programme. This begins with
the race licence procedure and culminates with
eight races at some of the best circuits in the UK
– and all for the incredible price of just
£37,500+VAT. You can’t go faster and have more
fun for less!
The package begins with an ARDS test at any
MotorSport Vision circuit, including a medical
before the drivers take their cars to the first of
two exclusive Radical trackdays. There will be
instructors on hand to guide the drivers, timing
will be possible and there will even be the
opportunity to try practice starts with the full
countdown procedure and start lights. The
teaching methods of the trackdays are tailored
around the wishes of each competitor – our
instructors can observe from the side-lines, sit as
passenger to guide or drive to show the best lines
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and approach. The days also feature extensive
technical and set-up training from Radical’s
support staff to give drivers confidence and an
in-depth understanding of the car‘s inner
workings. With these trackdays under their belts
and the adrenaline rush from driving these thrilling
race cars still fresh, it will be time for the drivers to
get ready for their first competitive event – the
SR1 championship action begins!
Each race event takes place at the same meeting
as the Radical Sprint Championship, ensuring that
there will be support, expert advice and a spares
truck at each event, and the qualifying session
and two races take place on the same day to
keep travel expenses to a minimum. The
races are held in conjunction with MotorSport
Vision Racing, organised to a high degree of
professionalism and take place at four of the
UK’s finest race circuits – previous seasons have
included such gems as Silverstone Grand Prix,
Brands Hatch Indy and Grand Prix, Snetterton,
Oulton Park, Cadwell Park and Donington.
Drivers who complete the first three events will
also be able to upgrade to an MSA National A
licence and compete in the non-championship
Spa-Francorchamps Radical Festival, alongside
racers from the Radical European Masters,
Radical Enduro Championship and Radical
Sprint Championship.
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THE SR1 CUP RACE CAR
Designed for enthusiasts looking to take their
circuit driving to the next level with a focused
sports-racing car, the SR1 race car concept
wraps up the Radical ownership experience into
one easy package with a comprehensive
standard specification that is ideal for trackdays
and club motorsport, including circuit
racing, hillclimbs and sprints.
The SR1’s LMP-inspired styling is no accident.
Developed by the same team that created
Radical’s SR9 LMP2 racecar, the SR1 mirrors
current prototype design, while the two-seater
cockpit is ideal for professional driving tuition, or
even entertaining business partners and friends.
Powered by the exceptionally reliable, 185bhp
RPE-Suzuki four-cylinder engine - used to great
effect in a wide range of Radical’s existing
products - the SR1 features a six-speed
sequential gearbox as standard (with Radical's
famous paddleshift system as an option) and a
Quaife ATB differential ensuring very high levels
of grip and control.
Braking is provided by 240mm, 30-vane
ventilated discs with four-pot calipers that
generate exceptional stopping power.
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Occupants are protected by a comprehensive
safety cell and deformable crash structure tested to
FIA standards, racing-specification harnesses and
an integral fire extinguisher system. Latestgeneration sportscar aerodynamics mean that the
SR1 sticks to the track like only a Radical can, with
grip limits far beyond the realms of its market rivals
thanks to Radical-specific Dunlop tyres.

Dimensions:
Min Weight:
Max Speed:
0-60mph:
50-100mph:
Braking G's:
Cornering G's:

L3.85m x H 1.04m x W 1.62m
480 kg
138mph
3.6 sec
6.1 sec
1.8
2.3

SR1 Cup Additional Options
> Six-speed paddleshift gearshift with auto-blipper for
seamless upshifts and clutchless downshifts
> Passenger seat belts
> Foam roll bar stay protectors
> Quick-release steering wheel
> AiM Pista race logging dash with GPS
> AiM SmartyCam video system
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What do I get for £37,500+VAT?
n Race-specification Radical SR1 sportscar

n ARDS race licence application pack, medical and test
n SR1 Cup-branded race suit

n Two days of instructor-assisted, exclusive SR1
track days
n Eight races spread over four weekends at leading UK
circuits – 2016 dates to be confirmed in autumn 2015
n Car delivered on a set of Dunlop control racing tyres

n Full training explaining maintenance, circuit driving skills
and race weekend preparation from Radical’s Works
Team technicians and chief instructors during
the programme
Do I get to keep the car?
Yes. You get to keep and use as you wish in addition to all
the other great benefits and features included in the SR1
Cup package.
What prize will I receive for winning the 2016 Radical
SR1 Cup?
As well as a trophy, the winner of the 2016 Radical SR1
Cup will receive a Radical UK Works Team drive in an SR3
RSX at the opening round of the 2017 Radical Sprint
Championship. Trophies and prizes will be presented to
event winners through the year, so there’s plenty of
opportunity to win some silverware!
What colours can I order my SR1 in?
All SR1 race cars are delivered in white with a
championship two-colour vinyl graphics pack. Drivers are
free to choose whatever colours they wish for the graphics
pack from a wide palette, or they can select one of the
suggestions from the options at the end of this document.
How many sets of tyres will I use?
Drivers are limited to eight tyres per season, one of which is
included within your £37,500 package price. However, the
treaded Dunlop control tyres are extremely durable and it
will be possible to complete the season on
a single set of tyres if desired. You can of course purchase
additional tyres for use in pre-season testing, trackdays
and other activity, to preserve the two limited sets for
your racing.
Is VAT included?
No, the SR1 package is exclusive of any local purchase
taxes. This is because some customers may have the ability
to claim the VAT back if the car is run as a marketing or
business expense.
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What level of residual can I expect?
The best in the industry. It’s always difficult to give an exact
value as it is always dependent on condition. However after
two years a maintained car can expect to return a figure
north of £20,000, or more if part-exchanging for an SR3.
This represents more than two-thirds the original value –
exceptional for a race car.
Does the package include fuel?
Fuel will need to be purchased separately; we strongly
recommend the use of high-specification 98RON Super
Unleaded e.g. Shell V-Power for maximum power and
reliability. Radical can supply a control race fuel to the whole
grid at a competitive price through our official fuel supplier
Anglo-American Oils (Sunoco). This will be available trackside at the four race events.
What will happen once I have completed my first two
seasons of SR1 Cup?
There is an established and logical next step for SR1 Cup
competitors beyond their second season within the Radical
racing framework using SR1 race cars. All drivers in the
2016 SR1 Cup will also then be eligible to race in the
Radical Sprint Championship in the recently-formed SR1
class. The cars are allowed simple performance upgrades in
the form of slick tyres and a dry-sump system - the total
cost of all these upgrades will be around £5000.
Is the SR1 road legal?
Your SR1 is designed for track and race use and cannot be
made road legal so you will need to trailer the car to each
event. We can advise on the purchase of a suitable trailer,
or alternatively the services of an independent transport and
storage company.
For those who would prefer to store, transport and run the
car themselves we have worked closely with series partner
Brian James Trailers to create a bespoke trailer package for
the championship. Details of this are available from Radical
or on the Brian James Trailers website.
I’ve never owned a racing car, is it difficult to
maintain?
The SR1 has been specifically designed to offer exceptional
performance whilst remaining easy and inexpensive to
maintain. As part of your package you are invited to attend
a number of seminars and in-depth technical sessions with
Radical’s Works Team technicians. These will explain how to
complete basic maintenance on the car and prepare for
your race weekends.
If you do not wish to prepare the car yourself we can advise
on independent specialists who will take care of this for you.
We can send you a list of approved Radical teams who use
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the following pricing structure. There are three options as
listed here:
n Option A – Storage and transport to the race meetings
- £500 plus VAT per event
n Option B – As above, but with race prep included
- £750 plus VAT per event
n Option C – All the above plus a mechanic to run the
car on the day - £1000 plus VAT per event
How much will consumables cost?
These will be low. We anticipate a set of brake pads and
discs to last at least a season (pads are £112.69 plus VAT
per axle, discs are £78 plus VAT per axle), oil usage is
minimal and chain lube costs £11.34 plus VAT per can. Fuel
usage is just under a litre a minute. The Dunlop tyres have
been designed to last well and be cost effective to replace.
They cost £155 plus VAT for a front and £180 plus VAT for
a rear.
Is insurance available?
This is not mandatory, but for those who wish to have it
Grove & Dean Motorsport Insurance provides insurance
packages for all current Radical race championships and
they are doing the same with the SR1 Cup. For all race
meetings they will cover the car for a race day (qualifying
and 2 races) for £495 (there is no VAT to add). This gives
you £12,000 of cover with a £2,000 excess. They will also
provide storage and transport packages. Please call 01708
436814 and speak to Darrell Atkins or Karl Schofield for
more details.
How reliable is the SR1?
The SR1 racecar utilises proven Radical chassis technology
with a high-performance yet extremely durable RPE-Suzuki
1340cc engine. The same specification mechanicals are
used by track drivers and race schools across the world
without issue, and advanced engine electronics protect the
engine against damage caused by low oil pressure, high
oil/water temperature, low fuel pressure etc. The light
weight of the car also means that consumable wear e.g.
tyres, brake pads, suspension bushes etc. is very low.
Is there a warranty on the engine?
Yes. Radical is one of only two companies in the world who
provide engine warranties for race cars. Ours covers the
engine for non-driver induced failures and the only
stipulation is that it is refreshed after 60 hours use, which is
more than enough to cover two seasons of racing in the
Radical championships including testing.
What additional technical support can I expect?
For advice and support, our technical staff will be on hand
at every track event to answer any questions or concerns
regarding your SR1. Our staff are always available on the
end of the phone to resolve your queries between events.
The SR1 is easy to maintain at a circuit but we recommend
inviting friends/family to join in the fun, and to keep track
of lap times etc. Team/Guest passes and car parking
passes valid for the entire racing season are included within
your entry.
How do I set the car up and how difficult is this to do?
The car will arrive with a factory set up that is ready to go
and will suit all driving styles. The specific aim with this car
is for it to be easy to drive and a large amount of the
development work was focused on this. However part
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of the fun of driving a racing car is fine tuning it to match
your style, the circuit and weather conditions, so we have
allowed a small amount of adjustability with dampers and
the rear wing. Not enough for the car to become unstable,
but enough for the driver to be able to feel the differences.
It’s all part of the learning process and a stepping stone
to the more significant range of adjustment that that is
available on the SR3 RSX. The Radical Works Team
technicians will always be available to offer advice in
this area.
What about spares support?
All events will be attended by Radical’s comprehensive
spares truck. This is a parts store on wheels that holds
everything to keep your SR1 racing, so there’s no reason
to go to the expense of carrying a large spares package
with you.
What other costs do I need to consider?
The comprehensive nature of the SR1 Cup package means
there are very few other items to consider. All cars will
require a timing transponder - these can be either
purchased or hired for the season, and some teams can
supply these as part of support costs. The use of a
forward-facing video camera is mandatory, Radical
recommends the option of the integrated, factory-fitted
SmartyCam HD system.
How much competition will I have?
All three seasons so far have seen championship numbers
in excess of 20 cars; interest in the 2016 series has already
been impressively high and we will fill these grids in a very
short time, so act quickly to secure your place!
When does the season start?
The first part of the process is the ARDS licence test. We
recommend this takes place in February/March 2016. The
trackdays will run in March and April with the races joining
four Radical domestic race events in 2016, one meeting per
month in June, July, September and October.
Radical recognises that the school summer holidays are
often a busy time with holidays booked, therefore we do not
race throughout August in 2016. Exact race dates will be
published as they are made available by MotorSport Vision
Racing in autumn 2015.
Will I get to chat to the other drivers?
Yes. We are keen to encourage a club feel the
championship, and as you are the drivers who will be on
the first ever SR1 grid we will make you all very welcome.
There is a dedicated SR1 Cup website just for you and we
setup a hospitality area at each event. This will provide you
and your friends and family with a place to meet up and
share your experiences.
How do I get involved?
Simply navigate to The SR1 Cup at
www.radicalsportscars.com/uk/sr1cup,
and follow the link to fill out an application form. A £5,000
deposit secures a space, (fully refundable after you have
driven the car if you decide on the day that you do not want
to take part in the championship). Interested parties will be
invited to an SR1 trial day to evaluate the car. Upon ordering your SR1, payment of the balance is required before the
completed car can be released, typically six weeks after
ordering.
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SR1 GRAPHIC PACK OPTIONS
All SR1 race cars are delivered in white with a championship two-colour vinyl graphics pack. Drivers are free to choose
whatever colours they wish for the graphics pack from a wide palette, or they can select one of the suggestions from the
options below.

Olympic n

Gulf n

Anderstorp n

Mondello n

Nürburgring n

Interlagos n

Doris n

Zolder n

Celtic n

Catalunya n

JPS n

Oceana n
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CHAMPIONSHIP APPLICATION FORM
Order total
Car price: £ 37,500

Name:
Address:

Options total: £ 0
Order total: £ 37,500
VAT @ 20%: £ 7,500

Town/City:

Grand total: £ 45,000

Postcode/ Zip:
Country:

Deposit paid: £ 5,000

Telephone:

Balance due: £ 40,000

Mobile:

Additional Options

E-mail:

Paddleshift gearchange system
Passenger seat belts

Signature:

Print:

Your Radical SR1 Cup car will be supplied in
white with a two-colour vinyl graphics pack and
logos. Please chooseyour pack option here (see
information pack for colours). Or specify ‘if other’
in special instructions.

Colour options:
Special instructions

From previous page or choose your own

£3,950.00 + VAT
£270.00 + VAT

Foam stay protector

£67.45 + VAT

Quick-release steering wheel

£84.23 + VAT

AiM race logging dash with GPS

£3,221.00 + VAT

AiM SmartyCam video system

£1,343.00 + VAT

n
n
n
n
n
n

The SR1 Cup package also included a speciallybranded set of Alpinestars racing overalls for each
driver. Please provide colour and sizing details to
ensure a good fit (all sizes in centimetres please,
not applicable to second year entrants):

Preferred race #:
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CHAMPIONSHIP APPLICATION FORM

PAYMENT DETAILS
Please choose from one of the following package options:

n I would like to enrol for the 2016 Radical SR1 Cup by paying my £5,000 refundable deposit using
■

the following means
(note: deposit is fully refundable after you have driven the car at a Radical Trial Day, if you decide
that you do not want to take part in the championship)

n I have purchased an Approved Used Radical SR1 and would like to enrol for the 2016 Radical SR1
Cup by paying the standard SR1 Cup Used Car entry fee of £4,950+VAT

n I am entering my second year of the Radical SR1 Cup and would like to purchase the racing and
trackday event entry-only package of £3,950+VAT

PAYMENT OPTION 1: Credit card

nnnn nn nn nnn n
Expiry date MM/YY: nn nn Issue No: n nn
Start date MM/YY: n nnn CVC No: nn n
Card No:

DECLARATION
I have checked all the above details to ensure
they are correct. I have enclosed the correct
payment or provided details to facilitate payment
of the £5,000 refundable deposit.
Driver signature:

Name on card:
Note: credit card payments will incur a 2% payment surcharge

Date:

PAYMENT OPTION 2: Cheque
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE:
Please enclose a cheque with your entry form made
payable to ‘Radical Motorsport Ltd’

PAYMENT OPTION 3: BACS
PAYMENT BY BACS BANK TRANSFER:
Bank:

Barclays

Account Name:

Radical Motorsport Ltd

Account Number:

20989045

Sort Code:

20-67-37

Swiftbic:

BARCGB22

IBAN Number:

GB06BARC20673720989045

Please return your completed and signed
application form, along with payment details or
your cheque, to:
Roger Green, SR1 Cup Co-ordinator
Radical Sportscars
24-26 Ivatt Way Business Park Westwood,
Peterborough
Cambs PE3 7PG
UNITED KINGDOM
roger.green@radicalsportscars.com

All prices quoted are ex-works in Pounds Sterling and subject to VAT at the current standard rate (where applicable). All orders are subject to our standard terms and conditions
(available on request). Radical reserves the right to alter prices & specification without prior notice. Quote valid for 30 days.

